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Meet history's game changers! This biography series is for kids who loved Who Was? and are ready for the next level. In
July 1960, Jane Goodall went into the wilderness in Tanzania to study chimpanzees. For years she camped out with the
chimps, observing their behavior and making amazing discoveries! Jane had always been fascinated by animals and
knew she wanted to make learning more about them her life's work. Find out how this girl who loved animals became one
of history's greatest trailblazers! Trailblazers is a biography series that celebrates the lives of amazing pioneers, past and
present, from all over the world.
We can all be heroes. That's the inspiring message of this New York Times bestselling picture book biography series
from historian and author Brad Meltzer. Learn all about Jane Goodall, the chimpanzee scientist. Each picture book in this
series is a biography of a significant historical figure, told in a simple, conversational, vivacious way, and always focusing
on a character trait that makes the person a role model for kids. The heroes are depicted as children throughout, telling
their life stories in first-person present tense, which keeps the books playful and accessible to young children. And each
book ends with a line of encouragement, a direct quote, photos, a timeline, and a source list. This tenth book in the series
features Jane Goodall, the scientist and conservationist who is famous for her work with chimpanzees.
'One of history's most impressive field studies; an instant animal classic' TIME Jane Goodall's classic account of primate
research provides an impressively detailed and absorbing account of the early years of her field study of, and adventures
with, chimpanzees in Tanzania, Africa. It is a landmark for everyone to enjoy.
The well-known English zoologist describes her early interest in animals and how this led to her study of chimpanzees at
the Gombe Stream Reserve in Tanzania.
Jane Goodall is the world's leading authority on chimpanzees. She moved to the African jungle to study them. Her visit to
Kenya led to a meeting with famous paleontologist Louis Leakey. Although she wasn't a trained scientist, Goodall began
working with Leakey in 1960. She earned the trust of the apes and observed their social interactions. She studied them
for more than 30 years. She learned that chimps use tools and are more intelligent than was previously thought.
Showcasing stories from some of the comics' greatest female creators, this anthology features stories that range from
mainstream adventures to hilarious comic shorts to heart-wrenching autobiographical stories. Originally published as
Sexy Chix in 2006, this new edition is presented in a new, larger size! Featuring over a dozen stories by top talents like
New York Times bestselling author Joyce Carol Oates, Eisner Award-winning illustrator Jill Thompson, Scary Godmother
creator Colleen Doran, DC Comics creators Gail Simone and Joëlle Jones, and many more!
"Harness the power of graphic novels to promote literacy and engage all secondary students with Teaching Graphic
Novels by Katie Monnin! Address print-text and image literacies, from navigating text features to creating standardsbased lessons on reading comprehension, fiction/nonfiction, written response, critical thinking, and media literacy.
Complete with examples from graphic novels, professional resource suggestions, strategies that can be used with any
graphic novel, cross-indexes of middle and high school graphic novels and themes, reproducibles, and extra support for
English-language learners. Teaching Graphic Novels was a finalist for both the 2009 ForeWord Education Book of the
Year and the 2010 AEP Distinguished Achievement Award in the 6-8 Curriculum and Instruction category!"
World-renowned behavioral scientists Jane Goodall and Marc Bekoff have set forth ten trusts that we must honor as
custodians of the planet. They argue passionately and persuasively that if we put these trusts to work in our lives, the
earth and all its inhabitants will be able to live together harmoniously. The Ten Trusts expands the concept of our
obligation to live in close relationship with animals -- for, of course, we humans are part of the animal kingdom -challenging us to respect the interconnection between all living beings as we learn to care about and appreciate all
species. The world is changing. We are gradually becoming more aware of the damage we are inflicting on the natural
world. At this critical moment for the earth, Goodall and Bekoff share their hope and vision of a world where human
cruelty and hatred are transformed into compassion and love for all living beings. They dream of a day when scientists
and non-scientists can work together to transform the earth into a place where human beings live in peace and harmony
with animals and the natural world. Simple yet profound, The Ten Trusts will not only change your perspective regarding
how we live on this planet, it will establish your responsibilities as a steward of the natural world and show you how to live
with respect for all life.
This essential biography of one of the most influential women of the past century shows how truly remarkable Jane
Goodall’s accomplishments have been. Goodall was a secretarial school graduate when Louis Leakey, unable to find
someone with more fitting credentials, first sent her to Gombe to study chimpanzees. In this acclaimed work, Dale
Peterson details how this young woman of uncommon resourcefulness and pluck would go on to set radically new
standards in the study of animal behavior. He vividly captures the triumphs and setbacks of her dramatic life, including
the private quest that led to her now-famous activism. Peterson, a longtime Goodall collaborator, has a unique
knowledge of his subject. Candid and illuminating, this work will be a revelation even to readers who are familiar with the
public Goodall as presented in her own writing.
Profiles the life of the primatologist who was the first scientist to study wild chimpanzees in their natural environment.
Discover the life of Jane Goodall--a story about curiosity, passion, and saving animals Jane Goodall is a celebrated scientist for
her studies of chimpanzees in the forests of Africa. Before she observed chimps and helped save them from losing their home,
Jane was a curious kid who loved learning about animals. She showed people that women could be scientists, just like men, and
fought to follow her dream of working with wild chimps. Explore how Jane Goodall went from being a young nature lover in
England to the most important chimpanzee expert in the world. This Jane Goodall chapter book for kids ages 6-8 includes: Word
definitions--Discover helpful definitions for the more advanced words and ideas in the book. Test your knowledge--Take a quiz at
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the end of the book to make sure you understand the Who, What, Where, When, Why, and How of Jane Goodall's life. A lasting
legacy--Learn about how Jane made the world a better place for future generations of both humans and animals. How will Jane
Goodall's strong will inspire you?
In graphic novel format, tells the life story of Wilma Rudolph, hero of the 1960 Rome Olympics.
A biography on the life, career, and views of one of today's best-known scientists traces Goodall's path from an early fascination
with animals to her landmark, but controversial, studies of chimps in the wild and conservation efforts.
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and sentence highlighting to engage reluctant readers! Do you enjoy
visiting animals at the zoo or playing with pets? As a child, Jane Goodall loved watching and interacting with animals. As an adult,
she became a scientist working with chimpanzees in Africa. Goodall used unconventional research methods to observe
chimpanzees in East Africa. She studied the chimpanzees' behavior and revealed their tool-making abilities. As Goodall grew
older, she turned her attention to raising awareness about endangered species and inspiring individuals around the globe to take
action. She is one of the world's best-known scientists and activists. But how did she get there? Find out how Goodall's passion for
animals helped her become the face of conservationism.
From world-renowned scientist Jane Goodall, as seen in the new National Geographic documentary Jane, comes a poignant
memoir about her spiritual epiphany and an appeal for why everyone can find a reason for hope. Dr. Jane Goodall's revolutionary
study of chimpanzees in Tanzania's Gombe preserve forever altered the very, definition of humanity. Now, in a poignant and
insightful memoir, Jane Goodall explores her extraordinary life and personal spiritual odyssey, with observations as profound as
the knowledge she has brought back from the forest.
Patrick McDonnell-beloved, bestselling author-artist and creator of the Mutts syndicated comic strip--shares the inspiring story of
young Jane Goodall, the legendary and inspiring conservationist featured in the hit documentary film Jane. In his characteristic
heartwarming style, Patrick McDonnell tells the story of the young Jane Goodall and her special childhood toy chimpanzee named
Jubilee. As the young Jane observes the natural world around her with wonder, she dreams of "a life living with and helping all
animals," until one day she finds that her dream has come true. With anecdotes taken directly from Jane Goodall's autobiography,
McDonnell makes this very true story accessible for the very young--and young at heart. One of the world's most inspiring women,
Dr. Jane Goodall is a renowned humanitarian, conservationist, animal activist, environmentalist, and United Nations Messenger of
Peace. In 1977 she founded the Jane Goodall Institute (JGI), a global nonprofit organization that empowers people to make a
difference for all living things.
For thousands of years, tracking animals meant following footprints. Now satellites, drones, camera traps, cellphone networks,
apps and accelerometers allow us to see the natural world like never before. Geographer James Cheshire and designer Oliver
Uberti take you to the forefront of this animal-tracking revolution. Meet the scientists gathering wild data - from seals mapping the
sea to baboons making decisions, from birds dodging tornadoes to jaguars taking selfies. Join the journeys of sharks, elephants,
bumblebees, snowy owls, and a wolf looking for love. Find an armchair, cancel your plans and go where the animals go.
For use in schools and libraries only. In graphic novel format, looks at the life of the zoologist, discussing her personal life as well
as her work with chimpanzees at the Gombe Stream Reserve in Tanzania.
Lavishly illustrated with more than eighty full-color photographs, a moving, personal account of the author's findings about the
socialization of these endangered animals is intended to increase awareness about the need to protect the chimpanzees.
In graphic novel format, tells the life story of plant scientist and inventor George Washington Carver.
In graphic novel format, describes how Native American Jim Thorpe played football and baseball before going on to win three gold
medals at the 1912 Olympic games.
Tells the story of Martin Luther King, Jr., the civil rights activist who brought about change through peaceful methods such as
boycotts, marches, and speeches.
"This biography for children will trace Goodall's life, but each chapter will also focus on two or more the chimpanzees that she
observed, with information in sidebars about these particular animals. Along with biographical details, the book will explore the
ethical issues that surround Goodall's work and show what has changed in our understanding of Great Apes. What do we know
today about these animals in terms of language, speech, tool use, and DNA? How has sophisticated technology - GPS systems,
Satellite imagery, portable digital microphones - been used to gain new information about animal populations."-In graphic novel format, tells the story of Benedict Arnold's heroism and betrayal during the American Revolution.
Collects portraits of whale culture, including humpback whales that build nets with bubbles, social networks within the sea, and
details of whale sex.
From world-renowned scientist Jane Goodall, as seen in the new National Geographic documentary Jane, comes a provocative
look into the ways we can positively impact the world by changing our eating habits. "One of those rare, truly great books that can
change the world." - John Robbins, author of The Food Revolution The renowned scientist who fundamentally changed the way
we view primates and our relationship with the animal kingdom now turns her attention to an incredibly important and deeply
personal issue-taking a stand for a more sustainable world. In this provocative and encouraging book, Jane Goodall sounds a
clarion call to Western society, urging us to take a hard look at the food we produce and consume-and showing us how easy it is
to create positive change.Offering her hopeful, but stirring vision, Goodall argues convincingly that each individual can make a
difference. She offers simple strategies each of us can employ to foster a sustainable society. Brilliant, empowering, and
irrepressibly optimistic, HARVEST FOR HOPE is one of the most crucial works of our age. If we follow Goodall's sound advice, we
just might save ourselves before it's too late.
The renowned British primatologist continues the “engrossing account” of her time among the chimpanzees of Gombe, Tanzania
(Publishers Weekly). In her classic, In the Shadow of Man, Jane Goodall wrote of her first ten years at Gombe. In Through a
Window she continues the story, painting a more complete and vivid portrait of our closest relatives. On the shores of Lake
Tanganyika, Gombe is a community where the principal residents are chimpanzees. Through Goodall’s eyes we watch young
Figan’s relentless rise to power and old Mike’s crushing defeat. We learn how one mother rears her children to succeed and
another dooms hers to failure. We witness horrifying murders, touching moments of affection, joyous births, and wrenching deaths.
As Goodall compellingly tells the story of this intimately intertwined community, we are shown human emotions stripped to their
essence. In the mirror of chimpanzee life, we see ourselves reflected. “A humbling and exalting book . . . Ranks with the great
scientific achievements of the twentieth century.” —The Washington Post “[An] absolutely smashing account . . . Thrilling,
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affectionate, intelligent—a classic.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review

Graphic novel treatment of the life of Christopher Columbus.
From legendary naturalist Jane Goodall, an absorbing fictional tale that will steal hearts and open minds about the plight
of the pangolin, the only mammalian species with scales, and endangered by illegal trafficking. After a blissful babyhood
being cared for by her loving mother, Pangolina ventures out alone into the forest to become an independent adult,
helped along by wise, older animal companions, including a civet and a bat. But one day cruel hunters trap Pangolina,
putting her into a cage along with her friends, and bring them to a market to be sold as wild game. Pangolina is especially
vulnerable, since her scales are prized by humans who believe they have curative powers. To the rescue comes a small
girl who knows that pangolins are friendly fellow creatures who have feelings too, and who convinces her mother to buy
Pangolina and set her free. Jane Goodall's many followers and all animal-loving children and adult picture book fans will
be riveted by this suspenseful and heartwarming fictional story set in China and including an authoritative informational
page about pangolins and suggestions for how to help fight animal trafficking.
Donated.
The littlest readers can learn about Jane Goodall in this board book version of the New York Times bestselling Ordinary
People Change the World biography. This friendly, fun biography series focuses on the traits that made our heroes
great—the traits that kids can aspire to in order to live heroically themselves. In this new board book format, the very
youngest readers can learn about one of America's icons in the series's signature lively, conversational style. The short
text focuses on drawing inspiration from these iconic heroes, and includes an interactive element and factual tidbits that
young kids will be able to connect with. This volume tells the story of Jane Goodall, the famous conservationist and
chimpanzee expert.
New in the critically acclaimed Little People, BIG DREAMSseries, discover the amazing life of Jane Goodall, the world's
foremost expert on chimpanzees. When Jane was little, her father gave her a toy chimpanzee named Jubilee. This
inspired her lifelong love of animals, and she went to study them in the wild as soon as she could. Jane lived with
chimpanzees in their natural habitat and became famous for her pioneering approach to research. She now educates the
public on animal rights. This moving book features stylish illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a biographical
timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the primatologist's life. Little People, BIG DREAMSis a best-selling
series of books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people, from designers and artists to
scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child with a dream. This
empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a range of formats. The board books are told in
simple sentences, perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for
beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards,
matching games, and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible
to children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with Little People, BIG DREAMS!
In graphic novel format, describes the legend of Revolutionary War heroine Molly Pitcher.
"The book is about Jane Goodall and her life in science."-Describes the family life and eating and mating habits of Africa's fearless carnivore.
In graphic novel format, looks at the life of the zoologist, discussing her personal life as well as her work with
chimpanzees at the Gombe Stream Reserve in Tanzania.
“Every day, slowly but surely, we the people are helping to change the world.” For the health of humankind, the
environment, and the animals that inhabit it, the Jane Goodall Institute presents a collection of recipes to illustrate the
how and why of vegan eating. Crafted especially for curious consumers looking to incorporate healthier dietary practices,
those interested in environmental sustainability, and for fans of Jane Goodall’s work, this collection of 80 recipes gives
home cooks the tools they need to take charge of their diet and take advantage of their own community’s local, seasonal
bounty. Along with colorful food photography, quotes from Jane Goodall interspersed throughout transform this vegan
staple into an inspiring guide to reclaiming our broken food system: for the environment, for the animals, and for
ourselves. Whether you’re interested in reducing your family’s reliance on meat or in transitioning to a wholly vegetarian
or vegan diet, this book has the information and inspiration you need to make meaningful mealtime choices. Dr. Jane
Goodall, a longtime vegetarian and a passionate advocate for animals, invites us to commit to a simple promise with her
campaign #IEatMeatLess.
Jane GoodallAnimal ScientistCapstone
This book traces out the life and career of Jane Goodall as a watcher of English fauna to her adult work as scholar of
animal behavior in Africa.
Introduces the lives and work of three eminent primatologists, shares insights into their educations under mentor Louis
Leakey, while exploring their pivotal contributions to twentieth-century natural science.
From world-renowned scientist Jane Goodall, as seen in the new National Geographic documentary Jane, comes an
inspiring message about the future of the animal kingdom. With the insatiable curiosity and conversational prose that
have made her a bestselling author, Goodall - along with Cincinnati Zoo Director Thane Maynard - shares fascinating
survival stories about the American Crocodile, the California Condor, the Black-Footed Ferret, and more; all formerly
endangered species and species once on the verge of extinction whose populations are now being regenerated.
Interweaving her own first-hand experiences in the field with the compelling research of premier scientists, Goodall
illuminates the heroic efforts of dedicated environmentalists and the truly critical need to protect the habitats of these
beloved species. At once a celebration of the animal kingdom and a passionate call to arms, HOPE FOR ANIMALS
THEIR WORLD presents an uplifting, hopeful message for the future of animal-human coexistence. PRAISE FOR HOPE
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FOR ANIMALS AND THEIR WORLD "Goodall's intimate writing style and sense of wonder pull the reader into each
account...The mix of personal and scientific makes for a compelling read." -Booklist "These accounts of conservation
success are inspirational." - Publishers Weekly
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